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DESIGNED TO EXCITE
Striking looks, breakthrough hybrid powertrains and exhilarating
performance make the All-New NX more desirable than ever.
Excitement comes as standard — and
comes instantly — in the NX luxury mid-size
SUV. Its bold and beautifully proportioned
styling, highlighted by the sculpted front
facia and signature grille, wide rear stance
and skilfully crafted character lines, hints at
the vitality that lies waiting under its skin.
Whether parked or in motion, the elegant
NX exudes a distinguished presence, in
keeping with its exclusive pedigree.
The excitement extends inside, to the
unique ‘Tazuna’ cockpit which has been
inspitred by the artistry and control of
traditional reins Japanese horsemen. This
human-centred design, with all key
instruments placed around the driver,

instruments placed around the driver,
evokes a sense of control and anticipation
for the drive ahead. It’s just one example of
how the NX is masterfully crafted to make
you feel more in the moment.
NEW HYBRID AND PLUG-IN HYBRID
POWERTRAINS.
With its advanced new Lexus Plug-in Hybrid
and Lexus Self-Charging Hybrid powertrains,
the NX improves on trasitional petrol- or
diesel-powered mid-size SUVs. The product
of over 15 years of experience in pioneering
electrification, the Lexus Self-Charging
Hybrid supplies the NX 350h with more
power and acceleration, yet excellent
economy and emissions. Extending the Lexus
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economy and emissions. Extending the Lexus
electrified powertrain line-up, the
breakthrough NX 450h+ sets a new
standard for plug-in hybrids. It’s not just the
battery range, the power and rapid
acceleration that impress: it’s the impressive
efficiency in hybrid mode, with no sacrifice in
boot space or fuel tank capacity.

PERFORMANCE THAT BLENDS
REFINEMENT WITH EXHILARATION.
A sensation of electrified power and agility is
immediately apparent once at the wheel of
the NX. The NX navigates motorways,
mountain passes and city streets with ease,
the very quietness of the drive strengthening
the connection with the road and
emphasising the benefits of the enhanced
aerodynamics and lower centre of gravity.
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aerodynamics and lower centre of gravity.
When cornering or accelerating, you feel a
wonderful interplay at work between the
powertrain, rigid new chassis and ultra-sharp
steering, producing a precision and linearity
which excites and relaxes in equal measure.
This is what we call the Lexus Driving
Signature. And to savour it in its fullest form,
the alluring NX F SPORT is available.

The NX has arrived. Get ready to feel more
in the moment.

HAVEN OF
CRAFTSMANSHIP

F SPORT with Flare Red leather upholstery
Features referred to may only be available on selected grades and packs

The beautifully finished interior
of the All-New NX indulges the
senses of both driver and
passengers.

philosophy of hospitality, rooted in
anticipating your needs even before you
know them yourself. You find it everywhere
inside the NX.

The feeling of exhilaration builds long
before you get to drive the NX. Sensing
your arrival, the door handles illuminate,
highlighting obstacles such as puddles as
you approach. Then once inside, the
POWER button pulsates gently, the stylish
instrument displays light up to greet you
and ambient lighting allows you to instantly
transform the cabin to suit your mood using
a palette of 64 atmospheric colours. This is
‘Omotenashi’ — an ancient Japanese
philosophy of hospitality, rooted in

DRIVER-CENTRED COCKPIT
CRAFTED BY ‘TAKUMI’ ARTISANS.
Sitting in the driver-centred ‘Takumi’
cockpit, your focus is squarely on the road
ahead, yet all around, the craftsmanship of
our famed Lexus Takumi artisans is
arousing your senses. The elegant finish of
the door inserts. The softness of the
sumptuous seating against the skin. The
exceptional quietness, interrupted only by
the reassuringly natural voice operations of
the new multimedia system, which
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the new multimedia system, which
intelligently understand and respond to
your commands.
TRAVELLING FIRST CLASS.
You’re feeling pampered, and so are your
passengers. The comfort and spaciousness
of the NX interior carries the unmistakable
feel of a business lounge, the perfect
auditorium for the standard 10-speaker or
optional Mark Levinson® 17-speaker

optional Mark Levinson® 17-speaker
Premium Surround Sound systems.
Exploiting the acoustic properties of the
NX, these systems offer a memorable
home theatre experience transposed to
your car.

which, sensing which seats are occupied or
where the sun is shining, adjusts the interior
climate accordingly. And accompanied by
the tranquility of the electrified hybrid
powertrain, takes you to your destination in
the serene manner you expect of a Lexus.

At once thrilling and soothing, the
performance is made all the more
pleasurable by S-Flow climate control,
which, sensing which seats are occupied or

Slide inside the NX and you’ll be struck by
the prominent central multimedia display.
One of the largest in its class, the 14-inch
HD touchscreen with intuitive navigation is

HD touchscreen with intuitive navigation is
emblematic of the technology that lies in
store. Some of it is evident, like the HeadUp Display that projects speed, safety
warnings and navigation commands
directly onto the windscreen. Some is
hidden from view, like the innovations that
make up the most complete standard safety
package of any luxury mid-size SUV.

FUTURE FOCUSED
Leading-edge multimedia and
safety innovations in the All-New
NX give the driver a feeling of
empowerment and protection.
STAY CONNECTED WITH NEW
MULTIMEDIA AND LEXUS LINK.
Featuring cloud navigation, which is a first
for this type of car, the new-generation
multimedia system is faster and easier to
use, and Over The Air updates mean the
latest connected experience is always
available. With the clever Lexus Link app on
your smartphone, you can access useful
connected services such as tracking your
journey or navigating to your final
destination once you’ve parked. In addition,
other new remote services include preheating the car on cold mornings.
Meanwhile, the NX 450h+ owner enjoys
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Meanwhile, the NX 450h+ owner enjoys
functions specifically for a plug-in hybrid,
such as a charging timer and charge
scheduling.

CLASS-LEADING SAFETY IS AT
HAND.
The feeling of well-being, which is at the
heart of every Lexus, is raised to new levels
in the NX with the latest generation Lexus
Safety System +. The Pre-Collision System
has been upgraded to detect objects such
as motorcycles and to prevent collisions at
intersections and involving oncoming

intersections and involving oncoming
vehicles. It now features Emergency
Steering Assist, which helps guide your
steering movements when there is a car,
cyclist or pedestrian very close to or in your
lane.

Also new is Lane Change Assist, which
supports steering, acceleration and
deceleration during a lane change as part
of Dynamic Radar Cruise Control.
Debuting on the NX is E-Latch with Safe
Exit Assist, comprising slick, electronically
activated door locks which are
automatically prevented from opening in
the case of traffic approaching from behind.
AUTOMATED PARKING TO MAKE
LIFE EASIER.
The sense of peace of mind is heightened
further with an advanced new driver
support feature. Automated Parking
autonomously parks the NX at the press of
a button, scanning the environment around
you and even recognising parking spaces
that you use frequently. Wherever you
travel in this car, it’s safe in the knowledge
that the latest technology is constantly at
your side.

Features referred to may only be available on
selected grades and packs
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EQUIPMENT

NX GRADE
NX grade delivers great design and comfort while also offering
extensive standard equipment and optional packs.

Equipment Highlights
E-FOUR (All Wheel Drive)
18" Alloy Wheels (235/60 R18 ) with Temporary Spare Tyre
Lexus Link Connect Multimedia including 9.8" Touchscreen Display, Cloud Navigation,
Lexus Link connected services and Over the Air Updates
Apple CarPlay® (wireless) and Android Auto®
Lexus Safety System+, a comprehensive suite of safety and driver assistance systems
E-Latch
Bi-LED Headlights with Automatic High Beam (AHB)
Rain-sensing Wipers
Front and Rear Parking Sensors with Reversing Camera
Door Mirrors: Heated, Auto-folding with Turn Indicators
Tahara Man-made Leather Upholstery
Heated Front Seats
10-speaker Pioneer®Audio System and CD Player
Power back door
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Premium Pack

Premium Plus Pack

In addition to NX grade:

In addition to premium pack:

Privacy glass
Key-less entry
LED cornering lamps
LED front fog lights
Ambient lighting - 1 colour
Heated steering wheel with Paddle Shifts
Wireless phone charger
Blind Spot Monitor, Rear Cross Traffic Alert and Safe Exit Assist
Front & Rear sensors with approaching vehicle detection
8-way electrically adjustable front seats (NX 450h+)
2-way Power Lumbar Support for driver (NX 450h+)

Optional:
Panoramic sunroof (NX 350h)
Sunroof (NX 450h+)
Lexus Link Pro 14" Navigation

4-eye LED headlamps with AHS
Headlight cleaners
20" alloys (235/50 R20) with Run Flat tyres
Smooth leather upholstery
8-way electrically adjustable front seats (NX 350h)
Heated rear seats
Heated and ventilated front seats
Digital Tazuna cockpit
Panoramic View Camera
Head-up display
Customisable ambient lighting - 64 colours with 14 pre-set options

Optional:
Panoramic sunroof (NX 350h)
Sunroof (NX 450h+)

F SPORT
For those in search of a more dynamic SUV look, the F SPORT
grade enhances the sporty appeal of NX.

Takumi Pack:
In addition to F SPORT Premium Plus Pack:

In addition to NX Premium Plus Pack:
20" F SPORT alloy wheels (235/50 R20) with Run Flat tyres
Adaptive Variable Suspension with 5 Driving modes: Normal, EV, Eco, Sport & Sport+
Front & Rear adaptive dampers
Naguri Aluminium inlay
F SPORT exterior styling consisting of:
Black mesh front grille
Enhanced side rockers
Black outside mirror covers
Black Roof Rail
F SPORT badging
F SPORT interior styling consisting of:
F SPORT leather steering wheel with paddle shifts
Leather gear lever
Aluminium sports pedals

17-speaker Mark Levinson® Premium Surround Sound System (350h)
Digital Rear Mrror
Automated parking
LSS+ extended including Front Cross Traffic Alert and Lane Change Assist
Panoramic Roof (350h) or Sunroof (450h+)

TAKUMI
The ultimate NX for design, refinement and comfort.

In addition to premium plus pack:
20" Machined alloy wheel (235/50 R20) with Run Flat tyres
17-speaker Mark Levinson® Premium Surround Sound System (350h)
Digital Rear Mirror
Automated parking
LSS+ extended including Front Cross Traffic Alert and Lane Change Assist
Card Key (in addition to standard key)
Sumi black wood inlay
4-way Lumbar Support
Panoramic Roof (350h) or Sunroof (450h+)

Optional:
Sunroof (350h)
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COLOURS & TRIM

EXTERIOR COLOURS

INTERIOR COLOURS AND TRIMS

*Tahara man-made leather

Black and Rich Cream

Hazel

Dark Rose

F SPORT Flare Red

F SPORT White

F SPORT Black

Sumi Black Wulnut inlay

3D Black Prism inlay

Micro Dot inlay

Black
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FULL PRICE LIST

NX 350h SELF CHARGING HYBRID

NX 450h+ PLUG IN HYBRID
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NX FULL SPECIFICATION

ACTIVE SAFETY AND DRIVING DYNAMICS

PASSIVE SAFETY

SECURITY

INTERIOR COMFORT & CONVENIENCE

STORAGE

LIGHTS

SEATS

EXTERIOR

AUDIO, COMMUNICATION & INFORMATION

AUDIO, COMMUNICATION
& INFORMATION CONT'D

CABLES

OPTIONS

WHEELS
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ACCESSORIES

ALL-NEW NX ACCESSORIES
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LEXUS LINK

Lexus Link offers a range of convenient services that will enhance your All New NX experience. Start or stop the battery charge and set-up a timer based on the lowest electricity rate, for
example overnight at home. All designed to make owning an Electric car as simple as possible.
Lexus Link will also allow from the phone to set the cabin temperature well in advance of any trips. Not only is it convenient to never have to sit on a cold seat, it is also more efficient and will
help to optimise the real driving range.

Lexus Link
Hybrid Coaching
Fuel Level
Find My Car
Share to Car
Driving Analytics
Warnings
Emrs
Stolen Key Tracker
eCare

450h+ Specific Services
Charger Timer
Schedule Charging
Trip Data
Charging Setting
Charge Point Finder

Remote Services
Door Lock & Unlock
Steering Wheel Heating
Seat Heater Adjustment
Charging Setting
Temperature Adjustment
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TECHNICAL DATA

*Indicative charge figure, based on charger being used. Actual charging times may vary depending on

**Electric range figures are indicative. These figures may not reflect real life driving results. Electric range

various factors, including the age, type, if battery temperature condition and temperature of the charging

can vary significantly depending on a number of factors, including the accessories fitted (post-

unit and the battery, the starting charge and environmental conditions at the point of use. Charge times

registration), driving style, conditions, speed and vehicle load.

may be longer activating safeguarding technology.
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ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

3 YEARS’ FREE LEXUS
ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE
Whatever the situation, when you’re driving your Lexus,
we’re just one call away with expert support at the
roadside 24 hours a day, every day of the year.
3 years from initial purchase of new vehicle 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year assistance anywhere in the UK.
HOME START
One in four breakdowns happen at the home address.
Home Start allows you to enjoy all the benefits of Lexus
Roadside Assistance from your home address.
PERSONAL ASSISTANCE
Lexus Roadside Assistance is designed to look after you –
not just your vehicle. So even if you are a passenger in
someone else’s car you can still receive Lexus Roadside
Assistance.
REPLACEMENT VEHICLE
A replacement vehicle will be provided free of charge
(excluding petrol and other consumables) for up to three
days, provided we have taken your vehicle to a Lexus

days, provided we have taken your vehicle to a Lexus
Centre for repairs following a breakdown.
HOTEL ACCOMMODATION
If a replacement vehicle is unavailable, we will arrange a
hotel for you and your family for up to £150 per person to
a maximum of £500, for one night.
ONWARD TRAVEL
If a replacement vehicle is unavailable and you would like
to make your own travel arrangements following a
breakdown, we will reimburse the cost of this up to £150
per person, to a maximum of £500.

EUROPEAN TRAVEL
If you travel across Europe your Roadside Assistance will
travel with you, whether you are driving your Lexus or
another car.
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
If the driver of the car is certified ill, we will take you and
your passengers to any single destination in the UK.
LOST OR BROKEN KEYS
If you lose or break your keys, Lexus Roadside Assistance
will arrange for recovery of your vehicle to a local Lexus
Centre. You will be responsible, however, for the cost of
replacement keys.

LEXUS RELAX
UP TO 10 YEARS / 100,000 MILE
LEXUS WARRANTY
Every new Lexus, is eligible to be covered by up to 10
years’ manufacturer warranty through Lexus Relax. This is
provided through an initial 3 years manufacturer warranty
that can be extended with regular servicing at a Lexus
Centre. A 12 months’ warranty is included with every
Lexus Service, up to 100,000 miles or 10 years,
whichever comes first, giving you a chance to relax in the
knowledge that you and your vehicle are in safe hands.
Terms and conditions apply. For full details, please ask your
official LexusCentre, visit lexus.co.uk/lexus-relax/terms or
search Lexus Relax.
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LEXUS SUV RANGE

UX: HYBRID LUXURY COMPACT SUV
Combining the agility of a
hatchback and strength of an SUV,
UX is powered by fourthgeneration Lexus Self-Charging
Hybrid technology. Capable of
travelling up to 71mph in electric
mode, it has exceptional fuel
economy and CO2 emissions.
From £29,955

To learn more about the rest of the
Lexus SUV range, please visit:

LEXUS SUV

2-litre Self-Charging Hybrid
5 seats
Front Wheel Drive (FWD) or E-FOUR All Wheel Drive
Automatic transmission
Luggage capacity: 320 litres (FWD); 283 (E-FOUR)

Power: 184 DIN-hp
MPG (l/100km) range: 47.0 (6.0) – 53.2 (5.3)
CO2 range: 137 – 120g/km

UX: ALL-ELECTRIC LUXURY COMPACT SUV
The UX 300e is spearheading the
next chapter of electrification at
Lexus. Created to evoke the
original fun of driving in the city, the
UX 300e combines world-class
Lexus refinement with an exciting
new full electric drivetrain to give a
new Lexus Electrified experience.
From £41,745

To learn more about the rest of the
Lexus SUV range, please visit:

LEXUS SUV

150kW electric motor with 54.3 kWh battery
5 seats
Front Wheel Drive (FWD)
Single speed transaxle
Luggage capacity: 367 litres

Power: 150kW (204 DIN hp)
Combined fuel economy (kWh / 100km): 17.1-16.8
Combined fuel economy (miles / kWh): 3.6-3.7
Range (miles): 196-190
CO2 range: 0 g/km

RX: HYBRID LUXURY SUV
A bold, emphatic exterior gives
way to a world of unparalleled
comfort, space and luxury.
Equipped with our Self-Charging
Hybrid technology RX delivers a
seamless performance and
exhilarating drive. Throughout you
will discover useful features like
Apple CarPlay®, Lane Tracing
Assist, while the Lexus Safety
System+ makes RX one of the
safest SUV’s out there.
From £52,665

To learn more about the rest of the
Lexus SUV range, please visit:

LEXUS SUV

3.5 litre Self-Charging Hybrid
5 seats
E-FOUR All Wheel Drive
Automatic transmission
Luggage capacity: 539 litres

Power: 313 DIN-hp
MPG (l/100km) range: 35.3 (8.0) - 35.7 (7.9)
CO2 range: 180 – 178g/km

RX L: LARGE HYBRID LUXURY SUV
A family SUV that puts the focus
firmly on luxury, RX L is elegant,
spacious and engineered to make
sure every passenger is pampered
and protected. This versatile
addition to our luxury SUV range
features occasional 7 seats across
three rows and enhanced cargo
capability while still retaining the
stylish figure and Self-Charging
Hybrid that characterises RX SUV.
The interior features a precision
designed cabin and technologies
such as Tri Zone Climate Control.
From £53,995
To learn more about the rest of the
Lexus SUV range, please visit:

LEXUS SUV

3.5 litre Self-Charging Hybrid
7 seats
E-FOUR All Wheel Drive
Automatic transmission
Luggage capacity: 591 litres with third row folded, 176 litres
with third row up

Power: 313 DIN-hp
MPG (l/100km) range: 34.4 (8.2) – 34.4 (8.2)
CO2 range: 186 - 185g/km
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TERMS & CONDITIONS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

you and your family for up to £150 per person to a maximum of

EXTENDED EV CARE

3 YEARS’ FREE LEXUS ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

£500, for one night.

From new, all EV components benefits from our five-year/60,000*

Whatever the situation, when you’re driving your Lexus, we’re just

miles warranty. When your vehicle is brought in for its annual health

one call away with expert support at the roadside 24 hours a day,

ONWARD TRAVEL

check it will be eligible for a further one-year/10,000** miles of EV

every day of the year. Free for 3 years from the initial purchase of a

If a replacement vehicle is unavailable and you would like to make

battery extended care up to 10 years old/600,000 miles** for

new vehicle, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, assistance anywhere

your own travel arrangements following a breakdown, we will

degradation below 70% of initial capacity. Having created the Lexus

in the UK.

reimburse the cost of this up to £150 per person, to a maximum of

EV technology, only a LEXUS EV Authorised Repairer can give you

£500.

the peace of mind and expert care you expect.

HOME START

*whichever comes first, first year unlimited

One in four breakdowns happen at the home address. Home Start

EUROPEAN TRAVEL

allows you to enjoy all the benefits of Lexus Roadside Assistance

If you travel across Europe your Roadside Assistance will travel with

from your home address.

you, whether you are driving your Lexus or another car.

**whichever comes first
TERMS & CONDITIONS
Vehicles in the Lexus range come with high specifications as

PERSONAL ASSISTANCE

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

standard. As a result, the ‘on the road’ price* includes not only all

Lexus Roadside Assistance is designed to look after you – not just

If the driver of the car is certified ill, we will take you and your

those items generally offered as extras, but also many advanced

your vehicle. So even if you are a passenger in someone else’s car

passengers to any single destination in the UK.

features exclusive to Lexus. Details of the extensive technical

you can still receive Lexus Roadside Assistance.

specifications and interior appointments of each model are
LOST OR BROKEN KEYS

described fully in the main brochures. Whichever model you

REPLACEMENT VEHICLE

If you lose or break your keys, Lexus Roadside Assistance will

choose, you can look forward to a standard of After Sales service

A replacement vehicle will be provided free of charge (excluding

arrange for recovery of your vehicle to a local Lexus Centre. You

that’s second to none, provided by a network of Lexus Centres

petrol and other consumables) for up to three days, provided we

will be responsible, however, for the cost of replacement keys.

individually selected for their exemplary record in customer care.

have taken your vehicle to a Lexus Centre for repairs following a
breakdown.

Some Lexus vehicles (including certain specifications and colour/
EV BATTERY HEALTH CHECK

trim combinations) are built to order and could take approximately

EV CHECK

2 to 3 months from time of purchase to delivery. For detailed

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION

An annual check at your local LEXUS Authorised Repairer is the

information on lead times, please consult your local Lexus Centre.

If a replacement vehicle is unavailable, we will arrange a hotel for

best way to ensure you are getting the most from your EV.

WARRANTIES

system have a 5 years or 60,000 miles warranty, whichever comes

tested to the same technical procedures. These figures may not

MANUFACUTURER WARRANTY

first. For more information please contact your local Lexus Centre.

reflect real life driving results. Fuel consumption, CO2 produced

3 Years/ 60,000 miles comprehensive warranty.

and electric range can vary significantly depending on a number of

Any defect that is attributable to a manufacturing or an assembly

3 YEARS SURFACE RUST AND PAINTWORK WARRANTY

factors, including the accessories fitted (post-registration), driving

defect under normal use is covered by your warranty. This provision

This warranty offers three years of cover for surface rust and paint

style, conditions, speed and vehicle load.

applies for a period of 3-years or 60,000 miles, whichever comes

defects appearing on any of the painted body panels due to a fault in

first, with no mileage limit for the first year. In the event of a

material or workmanship. There is no mileage restriction on this.

breakdown immobilising your Lexus, the cost of recovering it to the

All models and grades are certified according to the World
Harmonised Light Vehicle Test Procedure (WLTP). More

nearest Lexus Centre is also covered if that breakdown is the result

12 YEARS CORROSION PERFORMANCE WARRANTY

information can be found by visiting: http://www.vehicle-

of a warrantable defect.

A 12-year unlimited mileage warranty covers the vehicle against rust

certifcation-agency.gov.uk/fcb/wltp.asp

perforation through any sheet metal body panel (subject to certain
LEXUS RELAX

exclusions specified in the warranty booklet) occurring as a result of

Up to 10 Years /100,000 mile Lexus warranty.

a manufacturing or assembly defect in the vehicle. The warranty

Every new Lexus, is eligible to be covered by up to 10 years’

booklet supplied with each new vehicle gives full details. This

manufacturer warranty through Lexus Relax. This is provided

warranty is also transferable to subsequent owners.

through an initial 3 years manufacturer warranty that can be
extended with regular servicing at a Lexus Centre. A 12 months’

SERVICE PLANS

warranty is included with every Lexus Service, up to 100,000 miles

Service plans are a flexible way of managing the cost of servicing

or 10 years, whichever comes first, giving you a chance to relax in

your Lexus. With a service plan you can ensure that your vehicle is

the knowledge that you and your vehicle are in safe hands. Terms

maintained to the standards you would expect from Lexus-trained

and conditions apply. For full details, please ask your official Lexus

technicians fitting the highest quality Lexus parts**. Please contact

Centre, visit lexus.co.uk/lexus-relax/terms or search Lexus Relax.

your local Lexus Centre for a quote.

HYBRID VEHICLE WARRANTY

QUOTED CO2 AND POWER USAGE FIGURES

5 Years / 60,000 miles hybrid component warranty.

†Figures are provided for comparability purposes; only compare

For hybrid models, certain components within the hybrid drivetrain

fuel consumption, CO2 and/or electric range figures with other cars

LEXUS FINANCIAL SERVICES
Lexus Financial Services offers an extensive range of finance
products, including Lexus Connect – Contract Purchase, Lexus
Connect Personal Contract Purchase and Lexus Connect –
Contract Hire. Products that offer a combination of benefits
designed to make acquiring a Lexus as easy as driving one.
Whether you are a private motorist looking for the most flexible,
affordable options or a business wishing to boost cash flow and taxefficiency, our finance products provide attractive, refined solutions.
Your Lexus Centre will be happy to discuss the full range of
financing options available and create a finance quotation that is
right for you. When you choose to go ahead your Lexus Centre will
arrange your application. Delivering complete customer satisfaction
underpins everything we do at Lexus, so once you commence an
agreement with us, you can rest assured that our team of UK-based
customer service representatives are only a phone call away if you
have any queries. Finance Subject to status to over 18s.
Indemnities may be required. T&Cs apply.
*‘On the road’ price comprises list price, £700 delivery charge,
£26 number plate allowance (all inclusive of VAT) plus 12 months
Vehicle Excise Duty (variable, depending on model) and £55
Vehicle First Registration Fee.
**The service plans exclude cambelt/timing chain changes.
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